In Czech, German, and many other languages, part of the semantic focus of the utterance can be moved to the left periphery of the clause. The main generalization is that only the leftmost accented part of the semantic focus can be moved. We propose that movement to the left periphery is generally triggered by an unspecific edge feature of C (Chomsky 2008) and its restrictions can be attributed to requirements of cyclic linearization, modifying the theory of cyclic linearization developed by Fox and Pesetsky (2005) . The crucial assumption is that structural accent is a direct consequence of being linearized at merge, thus it is indirectly relevant for (locality restrictions on) movement. The absence of structural accent correlates with givenness. Given elements may later receive (topic or contrastive) accents, which accounts for fronting in multiple focus/contrastive topic constructions. Without any additional assumptions, the model can account for movement of pragmatically unmarked elements to the left periphery ('formal fronting', Frey 2005). Crucially, the analysis makes no reference at all to concepts of information structure in the syntax, in line with the claim of Chomsky (2008) that UG specifies no direct link between syntax and information structure.
Introduction
In Czech (Cz), German (Ge), and other languages, virtually any category can appear in the left periphery of declarative clauses, as (1) illustrates for direct objects. In the standard analysis of such sentences, the mechanics of the movement of the object is described along the lines designed for wh-fronting, i.e., the fronting of the object establishes an agreement relation between an operator-like feature of the object and Comp. In particular, the features relevant for movement encode notions of information structure such as 'focus' or 'topic' in such an analysis.
( The present paper argues that this view is misguided. Accentuation rather than informational status determines which categories can be fronted, but this special role of accentuation does not imply that syntax refers to prosodic features. Accentuation comes into play indirectly only, its relevance for fronting stems from the fact that accentuation is a side-effect of cyclic linearization in the sense of Fox and Pesetsky (2005) and Müller (2007) . In addition to offering a new analysis of Czech and German constituent order, our paper therefore also addresses broader theoretical issues. First, our findings support the view (see, e.g., Chomsky 2008 ) that notions of information structure do not figure in the syntactic derivation, at least not in the sense of being formally responsible for movement. Second, the analysis proposes a treatment of accent-related locality constraints on movement, which is relevant for the issue of the interaction of syntax and phonology.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sketches the standard analysis of movement to SpecCP in Czech and German, and presents a number of observations that call for a revision. A phenomenon we call 'subpart of focus fronting' (SFF) turns out to be particularly problematic. A detailed discussion of its properties follows in Sect. 3, leading to the main generalization that SFF allows only the leftmost accented part of the focus constituent to be placed into SpecCP. We account for its crucial properties in Sect. 4 by modifying the cyclic linearization theory of Fox and Pesetsky. The analysis is then extended to other types of movement to the left-periphery. In Sect. 5, we dismiss alternative analyses of SFF in terms of an attraction of accents, remnant movement of a focus phrase, or scattered deletion. Section 6 argues that there is no need for focus or topic movement rules in addition to the movement triggered by an unselective edge feature of C in German and Czech. A brief look at SFF in further languages in Sect. 7 motivates a three-way typology of languages with respect to movement to the left periphery.
Previous analyses of the left periphery
The possibility of fronting topics and foci in Czech and German suggests that syntactic movement to the left periphery may be formally driven by information structure features. A closer look reveals that the phenomenon of fronting is empirically much broader and cannot be adequately accounted for in terms of information structure.
Left periphery in Czech and German
The SVO language Czech and the SOV language German share the basic grammar of the clausal left periphery. Both languages have second position effects manifesting themselves in the (finite) verb second constraint of German main clauses, and the obligatory placement of clitics (pronominals and auxiliaries) into the second position in Czech. The position preceding the finite verb and the clitics is occupied by a wh-phrase in constituent questions, and by some maximal projection that can bear virtually any grammatical function (subject, adjunct, direct and indirect object, etc.) in declarative clauses.
For German wh-question, there is no reason to work with anything but the standard generative account. The wh-phrase moves to SpecCP, and the second position is filled by movement of V to C.
(2) 
'Who has Peter invited?'
The idea suggests itself that the fronting of XPs to the left periphery of declaratives finds the same analysis (Thiersch 1978) . Most generative approaches to German subscribe to this view (but see Müller 2004) . One remaining issue is whether wh-phrases and non-wh-phrases target the same slot, a question answered negatively in cartographic approaches (Rizzi 1997) , which split up Comp into at least four different heads. Abstracting away from such questions, den Josef appears in SpecCP in (1a), and the finite verb is placed in C.
(3) [ CP [den Josef] 
i [ C mag] [ TP jeder t i t V ]]
The analysis for Czech is similar. Toman (1999) argues that auxiliary clitics in Czech locally relate to the complementizer and are in the highest position below C 0 (FinP/MoodP in his account), a similar proposal is made in Lenertová (2004) . 2 Meyer (2004) argues that wh-phrases, as in (4a), target SpecCP in Czech. This can be applied to fronted elements generally, as in (4b). (4) a. [ CP [ Koho] Wh-movement to SpecCP is linked to the wh-criterion, requiring that a [+wh] C agrees with a [+wh]-phrase in its specifier, and vice versa (Rizzi 1991) . The apparent parallelism between wh-movement and the movement to the left periphery in declaratives suggests that the latter is also licensed by establishing an agree relation between C(-heads) and the fronted XP (Rizzi 1997) . It is natural to link this agree relation to the information structure function of non-subject movement to SpecCP (e.g., Grewendorf 1980) . In (5), for example, the fronted elements are interpretable as topics (e.g., Reinhart 1981) . The fronting in (5) Focused phrases can also move to the left periphery, as in (6a&c). The fronting is optional, cf.(6b&d) with focus in situ in the same context. Following the common practice, we identify the semantic focus of an utterance by the wh-phrase in a congruent constituent question. 3 In (6) The term 'topicalization' sometimes used in the context of movement to SpecCP is thus a misnomer. In order to avoid confusion, we will use the term 'left periphery movement' (LP-movement) for movement to SpecCP in declaratives. The data in (5-6) are compatible with several models concerning the syntactic encoding of information structure. Comp may optionally possess a focus or a topic feature with which the fronted phrases agrees, and Comp may be split into independent Topic and Focus heads, which attract XPs with the corresponding informational value (Rizzi 1997 ).
Problems of information structure driven movement
For several reasons, however, LP-movement cannot be successfully captured in terms of information structure driven movement. First, such accounts seem problematic from a minimalist point of view. The use of focus/topic features in the syntactic derivation violates the inclusiveness condition (Chomsky 1995) , according to which only those features can figure in syntactic computations that represent properties of lexical items. On obvious grounds, being a focus or a topic is not a lexical propertywords and phrases can be classified as such only when used in a specific context (see Szendrői 2004 and den Dikken 2006 for pertinent discussion).
LP-movement and wh-movement also differ in a number of important respects. These differences militate against equating the two processes quite independently of specific theoretical background assumptions. For instance, the locality constraints are different: LP-movement of arguments is clause-bound in many dialects of German, while wh-movement is not (Kvam 1983: 81) . Likewise, wh-movement is subject to standard conditions on pied-piping, while LP-movement is not (see Horvath 2007 and Sect. 6 ). Furthermore, wh-movement is obligatory in Czech and German, while topic and focus fronting to SpecCP are optional, cf.(6b&d). More importantly, wh-movement rarely applies optionally in the world's languages, while the optional nature of focus or topic fronting is the rule rather than the exception. Where focus fronting seems obligatory-as in Hungarian-it goes hand in hand with additional semantic properties such as exhaustivity (Kiss 1998) . Arguably, this semantic property rather than focality is responsible for the obligatoriness of movement (Horvath 2007) . Moreover, the island and binding data discussed by Rooth (1996) and Alboiu (2004) imply that there is no covert focus movement equivalent to covert wh-movement. 6 If the overt movement of focus phrases was driven by a focus feature in the same way as wh-features drive wh-movement, we would be left without an explanation for the fact that one kind of movement has a covert counterpart, while the other one does not.
Finally, the analysis of LP-movement in terms of information structure features turns out to be empirically inadequate. Topics and foci are fronted in only a subset of the LP-movement contexts. When neither the focus nor the topic moves to first position (because their left peripheral placement is optional), some elements may go there in the absence of any discourse motivation. This holds, for instance, for sentential adverbs, as in (7), and for subjects, as in (8). The movement of these elements cannot serve the checking of topic/focus features. The import of such examples was first noted by Travis (1984) , who argued for a TP-analysis of (8). Van Craenenbroek and Haegeman (2007) show, however, that subject-initial verb second clauses cannot be analysed as TPs. Based on a suggestion of H. Haider, Fanselow (2002) and Frey (2005) argue that (7-8) illustrate the same phenomenon: any category that can appear leftmost in TP can move to SpecCP without possessing any special discourse marking. 7 We follow Frey (2005) in calling this movement 'formal fronting' (FF), but the label is just a shorthand for a particular constellation arising from the application of LP-movement, and not a name for a separate syntactic process. As we will see below (Sect. 4.3.2), FF constructions are less restricted than envisaged by Fanselow and Frey, and they can place scrambled objects into SpecCP.
While FF-constructions have figured in the discussion of LP-movement since Travis (1984) , there is a further, less known set of data that also defies an analysis in terms of focus/topic fronting, cf. (9). (9) are not the semantic focus of the utterance. What is fronted is part of the semantic focus, hence we call the phenomenon subpart of focus fronting (SFF). 8 (9) constitutes a further mystery for the standard theory of LP movement. How can the fronting of just some part of the focus fulfil an agreement requirement for a focus feature? Remnant movement and scattered deletion cannot solve the problem, as we shall see in Sect. 5. Data such as (9) corroborate the view that the left periphery is not confined to topics and foci in Czech and German, and that movement to SpecCP is not triggered or licensed by features related to information structure. 7 See also Müller (2004) for a related account. In a split CP approach, the FINiteness head accepting pragmatically unmarked specifiers might capture the data. 8 The data have received a marginal attention for German, as a problem for the theory of focus projection (Höhle 1979 : 428-429, Jacobs 1991 or for the nuclear stress assignment (Zubizarreta 1998: 62) , but see also Krifka (1994: 145-146) and Büring (1997: 46, 72) . Fanselow (2004) for German and Lenertová and Junghanns (2007) for Czech consider the phenomenon in more detail, however, they do not discuss the full scope of the data.
Subpart of focus movement
FF and SFF phenomena establish that LP-movement is not confined to topics and foci. If this follows from the fact that LP-movement is triggered by an unspecific edge feature of C in the sense of Chomsky (2008) , one needs to show that the few constraints on LP-movement that exist can be derived without recourse to information structure.
SFF will be our main emphasis in this paper. After a short discussion of its scope, we argue that SFF cannot be successfully explained away by postulating another pragmatic feature being borne by the fronted element (3.1). Then we show that SFF is subject to locality restrictions based on accentuation (3.2) and finally we argue that, despite this property, SFF is a syntactic movement (3.3).
First, it is important to note that the scope of the phenomenon goes beyond VPand IP-focus illustrated in (9) above and in (10-11). 9 The context question (12a), imposing DP-focus on possible answers, is not only compatible with (13b&d) but also with with (13a&c). 10 Only a part of the DP is fronted here, with the determiner being stranded. The answers in (13) Jacobs (1991: 9) , quoting Susanne Uhmann (p.c.), speculates that such constructions are restricted to "cases in which the verb denotes one of the prototypical actions involving the object (like reading, in the case of books)". Felicitous examples such as (10) that can be easily found in authentic sources both in German and in Czech speak against this view. 10 The traces only indicate the base-position of the moved element. We leave it aside how the derivation proceeds, e.g., whether the fronted phrase undergoes remnant movement, in which case the bracketing would be different. The same concerns examples (16a&c), (18) Thus, a complex picture of the interaction between semantic focus and movement emerges. With both context questions in (12), the displaced category in (13a&c) is smaller than the semantic focus. Even when the whole DP is fronted, as in (13b&d), the displaced category is smaller than the semantic focus in the context (12b). The fronted category is identical with the semantic focus only in the case of (13b&d) in the context of (12a). Only this constellation could be analyzed as attraction of a focus feature.
SFF is equally possible in multiple focus structures, where one focus operator takes scope over another and the utterances have a rise-fall intonation. This kind of constellation is illustrated in (14) . 12 (14) a. We follow Reich (2003: 173-187) and van Hoof (2003) and attribute the rise on the fronted phrase to contrastive focus. Importantly, the whole predicate ('reading the bible', 'setting houses on fire', etc.) is contrasted in (14). The fronted phrase thus constitutes only a part of the comparable alternative.
(15) is a case parallel to (13), only in a multiple focus structure. The contexts (15a) and (15b) evoke a set of contrasted DPs and VPs, respectively. (16a&c) with only a part of the DP fronted is congruent with both (15a) and (15b). So is (16b&d), which represents an SFF case only in the context of (15b Nevertheless, (19) presents a context where the fronted phrase is a subpart of a noncontrastive topic, which means that the phenomenon is not limited to focus. Keeping this in mind, we will first continue in the investigation of SFF cases, before we propose a unified analysis of LP-movement in Sect. 4.
Pragmatic properties of SFF
In an SFF construction, the element in SpecCP is not the semantic focus and therefore cannot agree with C for a focus feature. In order to maintain the idea that movement to SpecCP is licensed by discourse features, one would have to make an additional information-structural property responsible for the SFF. For instance, one could analyse the preposed XP as a 'topic in a focus', or assume that particular 'salience' is attributed to the left-peripheral part of the focus. In general, such suggestions are not helpful, however. The non-specific indefinite ein Buch 'a book' in (20) is neither a likely candidate for an aboutness topic, nor for a contrastive topic. Furthermore, no particular salience is attributed to 'a book' (while 'book-reading' may be particularly focused or contrasted). SFF constructions also cannot be explained away if we try to identify the additional pragmatic property not with respect to the preceding text (as notions such as topic and focus do) but with respect to possible effects of the fronting on the following text, such as preparing a topic shift (for such a perspective, see the Centering Theory of Walker et al. 1998) . In a dialogue such as (21), the fronted non-specific DP is neither a backward looking topic or the focus of the utterance, nor does it fulfil any function for the following text. Nevertheless, the sentence with the fronted DP is perfectly well-formed in this context. A second argument against the idea that the left peripheral element in an SFF construction bears a pragmatic function of its own can be derived from the fact that, by their very nature, concepts such as topic, focus, salience, etc. are applicable only to elements with semantic content. Idioms bear interpretation only as a whole, nevertheless, they can be split by SFF, as illustrated for simple focus in (22), and for multiple focus in (23) ((23a) is taken from Jacobs 1996: 8). 14 Since the moved element in such cases is meaningless, it cannot be a topic, a focus, or be particularly salient. The examples refute the idea that SFF movement is triggered by a pragmatic property of the moved item in a direct way. NEbude t k t i . not-will.3sg 'Well, he won't be probably happy (but he will cope with it).' 13 Examples (14b&c) above invite an alternative interpretation in terms of a topic standing in a POSETrelation (see Walker et al. 1998) to elements introduced in the preceding discourse. Talking about religion makes priests, bibles, and the like, prominent. This alternative is less convincing for (14a) and excluded in the case of idiomatic expressions to be discussed below. 14 Frey (2005) points out that some idioms have a quasi-compositional structure (Nunberg et al. 1994) relative to which parts of idioms could have an informational value of their own. However, Horn (2003) has shown that thematically non-compositional idioms are transparent for movement in German as well.
We conclude that it is not plausible to postulate an additional pragmatic feature associated with the fronted element in SFF constructions. 15
Formal aspects of SFF
The most remarkable property of SFF is a locality restriction concerning accentuation: it is always the leftmost accented XP that undergoes SFF movement, this element cannot cross another accented element. The restriction comes out clearly in idioms that involve (at least) two phrasal parts, such as (24). Only the leftmost accented XP may be fronted in such constellations, as observed by Müller (2003) . Compare (24b) and (24c): fronting of the lower accented element in (24c) leads to the loss of the idiomatic reading; in contrast, the leftmost accented element in (24b) Note that the 'primary' (nuclear) accent of the clause goes to the second rather than the first accented DP/PP in cases like (24a) 15 Native speakers sometimes characterize SFF constructions as being more 'emphatic' than their narrow focus counterparts, but this emphasis affects the predicate as a whole and never the fronted part of the predicate alone. SFF constructions may come along with specific pragmatic functions, but these do not pertain to the fronted element, but the category the fronted element was extracted from. Controlled experiments with written (see Fanselow et al. 2008 for Cz and Ge) and auditory (see Féry and Drenhaus 2008 for Ge) material reveal that the difference between narrow and wide focus interpretation has no influence on the acceptability of object initial sentences. 16 A Google web search for the idiom die Flinte ins Korn werfen 'to give up' revealed 5 examples of the form (i), but no examples with ins Korn moved across die Flinte. We never observed any examples with crossing movement with three other idioms of the same structure. (24) less acceptable than the neutral a-version. However, they accept the idiomatic reading of this version. As a reviewer points out, some speakers do not accept an idiomatic interpretation in SFF constructions equally well for different idioms. The difference may be related to the 'transparency' of the idiom, but as remarked in footnote 14, this does not characterize the splitting potential of German idioms in general (Horn 2003) . Selkirk (1995) and Kratzer and Selkirk (2007) argue that accents are obligatorily distributed on all arguments that are not discourse given (for supporting experimental evidence on German, see Truckenbrodt 2004 and Kügler 2008) . Transitive verbs in wide focus constructions, on the other hand, are unaccented (see also Jacobs 1999; Wagner 2005, among others). 18 Thus we expect accented higher arguments to block SFF of lower arguments in wide focus domains. On the other hand, we do not expect verbs to block SFF of objects even when they precede them as is the case in Czech. 19 The above SFF examples with simple focus are in line with these expectations. They involve crossed arguments in the form of unstressed or silent pronouns, as in (25a). In contrast, (25b) is not felicitous in the wide focus context of (25). 20 It contains a subject that cannot be prosodically weak in this context. On the other hand, (25b) Deaccentuation of an overt subject within wide focus is felicitous if a rich enough context enables its accommodation. (27c) is a possible case of SFF across an overt subject in the context (27a): a party with very loud music evokes an expectation of annoyed neighbours. 21 On the other hand, the same sentence as an out-of-the-blue utterance, e.g., in the context (27b) In (28a), the subject is the only available accented category. SFF movement of the subject is acceptable in the presence of further accented material as in (28b), too, because the subject is the leftmost accented element. Its SFF movement crosses no accented phrase. In the case of accented subjects as in (28b), the outcome of SFF movement is identical with the outcome of formal fronting, for obvious reasons.
Similarly, when both the subject and the direct object are weak pronominals or unaccented indefinites, the accented verb can undergo SFF, as it crosses no accented material on its way up to SpecCP, cf., e.g., (29).
(29)
What happened last Sunday? VerLETZT i hab' ich mich t i .
( G e ) hurt have I myself 'I hurt myself.'
Multiple focus constellations show such restrictions on movement, too. Inversion of accented elements is impossible in answers to multiple wh-questions like (30) and (31). (30) illustrates a context with a single wh-operator unselectively binding two variables, as shown in the semantic representation in (30c). 22 Importantly, both accented elements corresponding to the wh-phrases in the context question are contextually not given. The multiple wh-question in (31) has two operators, one taking scope over the other (cf. 31c). Again, they operate on sets of alternatives that are not contextually given. In some cases involving two operators, however, crossing movement is possible, as already illustrated by (14), (16), and (18) above. Crossing movement seems licensed in two circumstances, viz. when one set of the focus alternatives is contextually given, as in (18), and when the accent crossed over falls on a functional element such as a focus particle that generally remains unaccented, as in (16). The cases of crossing movement thus have in common that one of the accents is not a structural one: it is borne by an element that is normally not accented because it is given or a functional category. We thus need to confine our generalization to elements bearing a structural accent in the sense of Selkirk (1995) , which may not cross each other in moving to SpecCP.
SFF is a syntactic movement
Although the crucial locality restriction on SFF is based on accentuation, we will show that the fronting cannot be analysed as a post-syntactic PF-operation. In models in which PF movement and syntactic movement differ only in terms of whether LF has access to their outcome (Holmberg 2000) , we would not gain much from analysing SFF movement as a PF process. The special role accentuation plays for SFF movement would not be explained any better than by syntactic movement. In other models, PF movement differs substantially from syntactic movement. For instance, head movement was taken to be PF movement by Chomsky (1995) because it does not respect the extension requirement. However, with the exception of the accent-sensitive intervention effect, SFF behaves like a normal A-bar-movement operation. For instance, in contrast to Stylistic Fronting (Holmberg 2000) , SFF is not clause-bound but enters long distance dependencies. [Ein TAxi] i hat sie gesagt dass sie sich t i nehmen wird. a taxi has she said that she refl. take will 'She said she would take a taxi.' SFF is also island sensitive. In Czech, topic and (narrow-)focus fronting (in contrast to wh-movement) is compatible with weak islands (Meyer 2004: 188-195 We are thus confronted with a syntactic movement that cannot be analysed as an attraction of a syntactic focus (or other pragmatic) feature (see Sect. 5 for a discussion and rejection of possible feature-checking accounts of SFF) and shows locality restrictions sensitive to accentuation. In the following section, we will propose an analysis of left-periphery-movement that explains the properties of SFF.
23 Fanselow (2001) and Kathol (2001) propose to not analyse (35) as a parasitic gap construction. Zwart (1997) also argues that Dutch counterparts of (35) do not behave like genuine parasitic gaps.
A linearization-based analysis of SFF

Architecture of the grammar and SFF
Most syntactic ingredients of our analysis of SFF movement have been introduced in the preceding discussion. The choice of the element that goes to the first position of a Czech and German clause is practically free in declaratives: subjects, various types of adverbs, topics, foci, parts of foci, and other categories can move to SpecCP. We conclude that LP-movement is altruistic, in the sense that the displacement does not satisfy any requirement of the moved phrase. Specifically, we assume that LPmovement is triggered by an unselective edge feature of C (Chomsky 2008 ) requiring a filled SpecCP in all root and some embedded clauses. 24 Our Czech and German examples show that XPs can in principle cross ccommanding phrases when they undergo LP-movement to SpecCP, as expected if syntax contains no Minimal Link Condition that would prevent such crossing movement (Chomsky 2008 ). When we consider SFF, it remains to be explained why movement is nevertheless blocked by intervening (structurally) accented categories. 25 Prosodic prominence is the primary way of focus realization in languages like Czech and German. We assume an interpretive approach to focusing, in which accentuation applies freely in the course of the syntactic derivation. The freely assigned prosodic shape of a sentence determines which pragmatic contexts the sentence is compatible with. The status of a syntactic object K as being (potentially) in focus can be computed on the basis of the presence and location of accents in K, taking into account interface constraints (see, e.g., Büring 2007 and Schwarzschild 1999) .
In a minimalist approach, the syntactic, prosodic, and semantic derivations operate in a quasi-parallel fashion, being synchronized with the completion of phases. Lexical items, and, therefore, also syntactic objects are triplets specifying phonological, syntactic, and semantic information. 26 The information as to whether a certain category K dominates a node that is accented can thus be read off the syntactic tree when phases are interpreted. A representation of focus in terms of F-marking (Jackendoff 1972) designed as a tool for mediating between prosody and interpretation is thus superfluous. It found its motivation only within the limits of the GB model (Chomsky 1981) , in which there was no direct communication between PF and LF so that the information whether some category is accented or not had to be transported through 24 Sentences in which the finite verb comes first can be found in Czech, German and most other V2 languages. We will have to leave it open here whether such sentences involve an empty operator in SpecCP (as argued, e.g., by Roberts 1993 for Yes/No Questions) or are constructed with a C node lacking an edge feature. 25 The leftmost accented XP is normally also the structurally highest XP with an accent. The model we develop in this section in fact implies that accented XPs must c-command and precede YP for exerting intervention effects on leftward movement. Given the strong correlation between hierarchy and linear order, it is very hard (if not impossible) to find constructions in which a phrase following ZP c-commands ZP that would allow us check whether intervention conditions are adequately characterized by the conjunction of precedence and c-command. 26 The theory of Distributed Morphology follows a different architecture, see, e.g., Halle and Marantz (1993). syntax to the interpretive component of grammar (see Szendrői 2001 and Horvath 2007 for discussion).
The most notable property of SFF movement-that it can affect the leftmost accented phrase only-cannot be accounted for by a direct reference to accentuation restricting the syntactic movement. The intervention restrictions will be analyzed as a side-effect of linearization, the syntactic property underlying default/structural accentuation. In other words, the locality constraint on SFF will be attributed to restrictions on ordering statements in linearization. It is crucial for the proposed account to differentiate between default structural accent (phrase stress) and pragmatically determined accent in sentences containing contrastive focus and given elements (see, e.g., Jackendoff 1972 and Zubizarreta 1998) . Only the former is bound with linearization and thus relevant for movement restrictions in SFF contexts.
Intervention effects in SFF and cyclic linearization
Our account of the intervention effect of accented categories on SFF is based on insights of Fox and Pesetsky (2005) , who propose that the linearization of syntactic structures is coded in the form of ordering statements X > Y established in a phaserelated fashion. Crucially, once an ordering statement has been created, it cannot be altered or abandoned later. If the derivation cannot proceed but by entering an ordering statement incompatible with previous ones, the derivation crashes. We propose that the model can be modified such that it captures LP-movement and therefore SFF movement in Czech and German. If one makes sure that accented XPs are linearized before they move, they cannot cross each other. Fox and Pesetsky (2005) share the standard minimalist assumption that spellout is a cyclic process. They introduce spellout domains such as CP, roughly corresponding to phases in the standard minimalist sense. When a spellout domain has been constructed, a complete linearization of the phrases included in that domain is computed.
This leading concept of cyclic spellout is compatible with the more liberal view that ordering statements may (in principle) be entered at any point in the derivation, and not just when a spellout domain has been completed. In such a model, UG leaves it open when two phrases are linearized, but linearization must have been fully computed when the derivation proceeds to the next spellout domain/phase. This is the version of cyclic spellout that we will (crucially) assume in this paper.
Once α and β have been linearized, their relative order can no longer be changed. In order to prevent an accented category α from crossing a further accented category β, it must only be made sure that accented phrases are linearized before they move. Then they cannot cross each other. The constraint that we call Early Accentuation (EA), given in (37), has this effect.
(37)
Early Accentuation (EA) Structural accents are determined when phrases are merged.
As mentioned above, phrases can in principle be linearized at any point in the derivation before the spellout domain/the phase they sit in is sent off to the interfaces. EA constrains the flexibility of this system, because structural accentuation presupposes linearization. After all, the relative prosodic prominence of a category depends on whether it sits on a left or a right branch, in a language-and category-specific fashion. For instance, adjectives are prosodically more prominent than nouns in Hungarian (38a) but not in English (38b), because left branches are stronger than their sisters in Hungarian, but not in English (e.g., Szendrői 2001 Because of their accentuation, EA implies that α and β have been linearized immediately when they were merged. This means that an ordering statement α > Z has been created. Z dominates β, and because β has already been linearized in Z (because it is structurally accented), the ordering α > β is implied, which must not be changed later. Consequently, α can move to SpecCP (because this leaves the ordering statement α > β intact), but β cannot move across α. Suppose, on the other hand, that α in (39) does not bear a structural accent. EA then leaves it open whether α is linearized immediately or not. If it is, it will exert a blocking effect on the movement of β. In the case of unaccented α, this may cause the crashing of the derivation (if β must move but is prevented from doing so because of the ordering α > β). This is unproblematic, however, because there is an alternative derivation in which unaccented α is not linearized immediately, so that β can cross it. The movement of accented β across unaccented α is therefore not ruled out, as required. The basic distinction we observe in SFF movement is thus derived: an element can be fronted only if it is the leftmost accented category. The failure of immediate linearization (and consequently the absence of stress assignment) may be considered the structural correlate of givenness (but see below). 27 Let us flesh out the system we propose in a bit more detail. We assume that linearization is immediate if it applies directly after (or as a side-effect of) an (external) merge operation. This seems to conflict with the idea that phrases are spelt out in the context of feature valuation (or after valuation), see Epstein and Seely (2002) for discussion. Consider subjects of unaccusative verbs in this respect. They are merged 27 As noted in Sect. 3.2, we follow the common assumption that non-given arguments are obligatorily accented. Consequently, (37) requires that all non-given XPs will be accented when they are merged. In that respect, the goal of (37) differs from a number of proposals which try to explain accentuation in a phase-based model (Adger 2007; Ishihara 2007; Kahnemuyipour 2004, and Kratzer and Selkirk 2007) . These approaches attempt to identify the location of the 'sentence (nuclear) accent', the most prominent structural accent of a clause. Since sentence accents play no particular role in SFF movement (it is the leftmost structural accent that moves, not the prosodically most prominent one), we need not discuss here which of these models is best compatible with our approach. as complements of V, but their Case depends on agreement with T, so they cannot be spelt out completely before T is merged.
However, the subject rather than the verb is stressed in unaccusative constructions with wide focus reading, see (41). The explanation of this difference implies that unaccusative subjects are accented in the position of β rather than α in (40) The demands of immediate linearization and spellout in the context of/after complete valuation are compatible, however. After all, the determination of linear order and accents is just one aspect of spellout, which can precede the computation of the final phonological realization. In particular, the presence of linearization statements does not exclude further featural valuation in an obvious sense. In Fox and Pesetsky (2005) , the size of the spellout domains determines which nodes must be targeted as cyclic movement steps. An accented and thus instantaneously linearized phrase β can cross α in (39) as long as β moves before α has been linearized relative to β. The structural accentuation of α linearizes α relative to β, as required. However, α must always be linearized before the derivation proceeds beyond W, if W is a spellout domain. In that case, β must move to the edge of W before α is linearized, i.e., it must undergo cyclic movement. Note that this cyclic movement step helps to overcome intervention effects of α only if α is not structurally accented.
So far, we have confined our attention to arguments (and adjuncts). Verbs play a special role because they are usually unaccented even when they are [−given], as remarked above. There, we also saw that verbs do not block SFF-movement of an argument. In an SOV language like German, such a blocking effect is not to be expected in any event, because the verb follows its arguments and is thus unable to trigger intervention effects. Things are different in the SVO language Czech: the verb precedes its object (42b), so that the mobility of XP indeed depends on the status of V. 28
For our purposes, it suffices to assume that verbs cannot participate in immediate linearization. Due to the failure of immediate linearization, verbs move easily across accented arguments 29 and adjuncts, e.g., in a verb second construction, which requires that the German vP (43a) be eventually mapped onto (43b All XPs can be accented in a (wide focus) construction, but they do not have to be so. The absence of an accent on a phrase is visible to, and can be made sense of, by the interpretive component, which can take unaccented XPs to be given. Furthermore, the interpretive 'focus projection' can also apply in the usual fashion-with a phrase being a potential focus if it contains an accented word in certain structural constellations allowing it to be maximally prominent (see Büring 2006 for discussion of focus projection). Our model thus adheres to current explanations of the relation between accentuation and focus (projection).
Secondary linearization
Phrases with a structural accent cannot cross each other in our model. This captures SFF constructions in a direct way. For the interaction of accented phrases, our proposal has much in common with the analysis proposed in Fox and Pesetsky (2005) : there is no crossing movement when the phrases have been serialized relative to each other before movement. However, in our model, accented phrases are serialized immediately, so they cannot even escape each other's intervention effects by moving to the edge of a spellout domain. How is (structurally) unaccented material treated in our model? Such syntactic objects need not be serialized immediately. The exemption from obligatory immediate linearization gives them some freedom of movement, and prevents them from acting as interveners for the movement of material already linearized. This greater flexibility also distinguishes our model from the proposal of Fox and Pesetsky.
Unaccented material must eventually be serialized, and the fact that spellout is bound to certain domains excludes the idea that unaccented XPs are linearized at the end of the complete derivation. We will call linearization of material that has not undergone immediate serialization 'secondary linearization'. Let us discuss three relevant subcases: (a) wh-movement and scrambling, (b) formal fronting, and (c) movement of contrastive elements.
been filled (or after the insertion of an expletive), and for most cases, this is the only derivation that does not crash. See below for the role spellout domains play for verb movement. 30 In the constellation [ V V DP], it is unclear what the object is ordered with when it is immediately linearized if V does not undergo linearization itself. There are several solutions for this problem. We propose that the linearization of α in a tree T means that α is entered into the set S of elements ordered in T. If S has a single member only, ordering statements are trivial. Once further elements are entered into S, they must be ordered relative to the other members of S.
Wh-movement and scrambling
Wh-words like who or what (and their German and Czech counterparts) are typically unaccented when they go to SpecCP (Bresnan 1972; Kahnemuyipour 2004 ). Immediate linearization is optional, which means that wh-phrases do not have to be linearized directly after being merged. Above, we have said that the failure to undergo immediate serialization is the structural correlate of givenness, which seems true for most deaccented phrases but certainly not for wh-expressions. We assume that whphrases in SpecCP are exempted from being interpreted as given because they are in a local agree relation with a [+wh]-feature overriding the accentuation-based interpretation. 31 The wh-phrase moving to SpecCP is unaccented and thus not serialized immediately. At the same time, its movement is not blocked by intervening accented XPs, cf. (44). Such a flexibility of movement is, however, not guaranteed in the system presented so far. We will take up the proposal of Müller (2007) and assume that phases rather than spellout domains are relevant for linearization. According to Müller, the completion of a phase (CP, vP) implies that the complement of the phase's head must be spelt out. 32 The intermediate movement steps of a wh-phrase moving cyclically place the wh-phrase into the edge of a phase, so that it does not have to be linearized when the phase is completed. Not being linearized, unaccented wh-phrases are not subject to intervention effects triggered by c-commanding XPs with a structural accent, as required. Eventually, the unaccented wh-phrase is serialized when it checks the edge feature of Comp.
(A-)Scrambling is (usually) restricted to given phrases (see Haider and Rosengren 2003 for German and Kučerová 2007 for Czech). The category that moves is unaccented, and has thus not been linearized immediately. Therefore, intervention effects 31 See Zubizarreta (1998) for a related proposal. 32 Holmberg's generalization on Scandinavian Object Shift (the object moves only if the verb moves, too), which figures as one of the major arguments for cyclic linearization in Fox and Pesetsky (2005) , can be derived under the following two assumptions: (a) object shift moves the object out of vP, without intermediate movement steps, and (b) V does not reach the head position of vP when it does not move out of vP. A detailed discussion is beyond the scope of the paper. triggered by structurally accented XPs are not to be expected. This prediction is borne out, as (46) In contrast, the present approach predicts no privileged access of the leftmost element in TP to SpecCP: if α has not received a structural accent, it is not linearized immediately, so it will neither be subject to intervention effects nor trigger them. Only phase theory restricts movement in such a case. Any unaccented α not included in the complement of the vP-phase can move to SpecCP. Deciding between left-periphery theories of FF (Fanselow 2002; Müller 2004 ) and the present approach turns out to be a non-trivial task. Note that the observations brought forward by Fanselow and Müller only show that elements in SpecCP must also be able to figure as the leftmost element in TP. This does not imply that FFmovement to SpecCP originates in the left periphery of TP. Even if FF-movement could start only there, the empirical effect of this restriction would be small: unaccented XPs generated in vP can be scrambled and adjoined to any segment of TP, so they can easily reach the leftmost point of TP in an intermediate scrambling step.
However, certain adverbs may decide the issue. Ernst (2002) and Engels (2004) point out that the subject-oriented interpretation of adverbs such as klugerweise 'cleverly' arises only when the adverb is c-commanded by the subject (49a vs. 49b). Engels continues to observe that this restriction need not be respected by movement to SpecCP (49c-d), and notes that this is incompatible with the MLC-based model of FF, in which (49b) is the only source of (49d). In our present approach, unaccented Anna triggers no intervention effects, so that (49d) can also be derived from (49a). The reading difference between (49b) and (49d) Consider also the data in (50). Given objects can cross a given subject in adverb focus contexts. Because given objects can undergo scrambling, the derivation of (50b) might involve an intermediate movement step in which the object scrambles to the left of the subject, and is then mapped to SpecCP by FF-movement respecting the MLC. However, (50a) cannot possibly be derived in this way. Subject pronouns cannot be preceded by scrambled material in TP (50c). Movement of den Jan to SpecCP therefore has to cross the subject sie. This is incompatible with MLC-based approaches (in particular, sie might have moved to SpecCP, too) but it can be easily captured in our proposal: neither sie nor den Jan are structurally accented, so their movement to SpecCP is unrestricted. Wh-movement is also effected by the very same edge feature of C, but the whcriterion forces that only a wh-phrase can move when C possesses a +wh feature (and excludes the attraction of wh-phrases in case of a [−wh] C, but see Müller and Sternefeld 1996) .
Multiple foci/contrastive topics
In Sects. 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 we have discussed cases in which unaccented material crosses accented material. Crossing is not confined to deaccented phrases, however.
XPs with structural accents cannot cross each other. 34 Structural accentuation is, however, not the only way by which a phrase may receive accent-an element can also be accented if it is contextually given, e.g., if it is a contrastive topic/focus. In line with Jackendoff (1972) , Rochemont (1986) , and Zubizarreta (1998), we assume that these contrastive accents are not to be treated on a par with structural accents. They can be assigned at any point in the derivation to XPs not accented previously and are interpreted along the lines for structural accents: the pertinent discourse functions are computed on the basis of the location of the accents in the tree in accordance with interface constraints (see, e.g., Büring 2007) . In case a phrase ends up being unaccented, it is interpreted as merely given, and if it receives a non-structural accent, this accent corresponds to the appropriate information-structural interpretation.
We have already seen that given/unaccented material undergoing late linearization can cross structurally accented material, so the extension of our model to nonstructural accents leads to the expectation that this crossing option also exists for given material with contrastive accents. After all, the factor triggering intervention is not the presence of an accent but the relative timing of the creation of ordering statements. This prediction is borne out: contrastive foci/topics in pair-list/distributive contexts may cross structurally accented foci (cf. example (18) in Sect. 3). The moved elements are contextually given and receive the rising accent at a later point in the derivation.
On the other hand, elements with a structural accent may cross an element that is accented but given. In (51) The answer in (52) is possible only if a contextually given set of Fritz and Irina (and Karl) may be accommodated, i.e., the subject Irina may be interpreted as given. Otherwise, Irina is newly introduced (see also Neeleman and van de Koot 2008) , and as such it obligatorily receives a structural accent, which leads to an intervention effect with the fronted focused object. 34 Recall that multiple wh-contexts where both elements are not contextually given do not allow inversion. The elements receive structural accents and undergo immediate linearization (cf. examples (30)- (31) (14) and (16) We conclude that the necessary condition for the possibility of accent crossing is that the two participating elements are not both structurally accented. In rise-fall constructions, crossing is limited to contexts rendering one of the participants contextually given (or to contexts with one of the participants being a functional expression), which results in constellations where only one of the participants receives a structural accent. It is not important whether the fronted categories are contrastive topics or foci or their parts, as long as this condition is fulfilled. Accentuation of given elements is further subject to interface conditions: contrastive topics and foci ultimately have to receive an accent, accent marking of topics is optional. 36
SFF vs. feature-checking movement
Attraction of accents
Phrases act as interveners in SFF constructions depending on their accentuation. One might be tempted to account for this in a more direct way than in the model we are proposing, viz. by assuming that 'accentuation' figures as a syntactic feature and licenses movement, as we have ourselves proposed in earlier work. However, there are reasons that militate against the idea that SFF can be licensed by agreement for an 'accentuation' feature.
First, being accented is not a lexical feature, so the use of accentuation as a trigger of syntactic movement violates the inclusiveness condition. 37 A theory of movement that refers directly to phonological properties also has to explain why accentuation is the only aspect of phonology that triggers/licenses movement. The obvious answer is that accentuation is determined by syntactic properties. But then, it is more plausible to explain movement in terms of the syntactic factors controlling accentuation rather than in terms of accentuation itself.
A second argument against accent-driven movement as an account of SFF lies in the fact that subparts of foci can also be fronted in languages that do not have (obligatory) focus marking by stress (for focus in situ). Object fronting is compatible with a wide focus interpretation in Hausa, as observed by Hartmann and Zimmermann (2007) . Idioms can be split in Hausa, too, with only the direct object being fronted (Newman 2000: 261) . Gurune (Andreas Haida, p.c.) and Somali (Svollacchia et al. 1995) behave in the same way. SFF constructions also exist in Trinidadian English, where focused elements need not be accented, and in Haitian Creole as in (53) That SFF movement also occurs in languages without a prosodic marking of focus would be left unexplained in a theory that directly relates the construction to a prosodic property, even if the latter is understood in a rather abstract way.
The focus-feature checking approach to SFF
In this section, we argue that SFF (and FF) constructions cannot be captured in terms of feature checking of focus or topic phrases. First, no other type of operator movement allows it that just a subpart of the relevant element checks the operatorrelated feature. One might see certain parallels between SFF and subextracting whmovement available in French (54a) or in Czech. However, the wh-operator itself is the word bearing the wh-feature, and not the DP dominating this word. Therefore, the English equivalent in (54b) involves pied-piping of a DP, while (54a) exemplifies wh-movement without pied-piping and not partial fronting. This is not parallel to SFF phenomenon, where a subpart of a focus-marked phrase undergoes fronting. In order to cope with this problem in a model that analyses SFF constructions as focus-feature checking movement, one would have to assume that it is always the focus XP that is attracted, and that 'partial' fronting is the result of constituents of XP being removed from that category before it moves, i.e., that SFF involves remnant movement in the sense of Müller (1998) , or some sort of scattered deletion. We will argue that neither of these possibilities can capture SFF appropriately. 38
Evidence against SFF as remnant movement
Remnant movement constructions bear a certain resemblance to SFF constructions. In an SFF construction, the overt material in SpecCP is just part of the focus. Remnant movement theory as discussed in Müller (1998) proposes that the overt fronting of part of an XP must often be analysed as the movement of the complete XP, out of which the parts apparently remaining in situ have been scrambled before XP was moved. In this sense, SpecCP is filled by VP in (55), but the object was moved (scrambled) out of that VP before the remnant was fronted. Note, first, that focus preposing indeed often involves remnant movement in German and Czech. A clear and undisputable case of remnant movement involves constructions in which, descriptively speaking, more than a single constituent surfaces to the left of the finite verb, but the material preceding the finite verb is actually a constituent, viz. a VP that lost its verbal head, see Fanselow (1993) and Müller (2003) . Consider (58). The overt material in SpecCP consists of two parts of an idiomatic VP. A remnant VP-preposing analysis with the verb gegangen leaving VP before VP moves is inevitable if one wants to maintain that single constituents only can reach SpecCP. Pragmatically, (58) thus exemplifies fronting of a subpart of the focus due to remnant movement. However, not all SFF constructions are amenable to such a treatment. For remnant movement of XP to SpecCP, the operation evacuating XP before movement is scrambling. German has no long-distance scrambling (Müller and Sternefeld 1993) . This restriction explains the ungrammaticality of remnant VP-fronting examples such as (59), because the category left behind by remnant movement would have to be extracted by scrambling out of an embedded finite clause (59a) or a CP-infinitive (59b&c). (Ge) a taxi has she said that she refl. take will 'She said she wants to take a taxi.' b. How did she upset him?
[Seinen JOB] i hat sie ihn gedrängt t i aufzugeben. his.acc job has she him.acc urged give-up.inf 'She urged him to give up his job.'
Finally, the parasitic gap data introduced above (cf. (36)) also militate against a remnant VP-movement analysis of SFF: the parasitic gap bound by the element undergoing SFF is a DP, not a VP.
Another problem for the remnant movement idea arises from a restriction on VPtopicalization. As observed by Haider (1990) and Diesing (1990) , nominative subjects can be part of a fronted constituent if they are not definite, as seen in the difference between (61a) and (61b). This definiteness effect does not arise with all predicates, as shown by the contrast in (62). 39 Importantly, corresponding SFF structures do not show any definiteness effects with subjects, cf. (63). (61) a Wurmbrand (2001) . She attributes the restriction on topicalization in (61) to the ungrammaticality of TP-fronting in German. If definite subjects have to overtly move to TP (Diesing 1990 ), (61b) would have to involve TP-fronting, which is ungrammatical. In contrast, the indefinite subject in the grammatical (61a) stays in the vP, which can be fronted. As SFF cases like (63) 
SFF is not scattered deletion
As pointed out by a reviewer, a related possibility of explaining SFF in terms of focusfeature checking consists of scattered deletion (Bošković 2002; Fanselow andĆavar 2002) . If the deletion following copying can affect both copies, SFF constructions could involve focus phrases in which all material but the leftmost accented XP has been deleted in the left copy, with the remainder being realized in the right copy, as in (66) Scattered deletion is, however, no improvement over remnant movement with respect to the parasitic gap argument and the subject-definiteness problem. The locality differences between partial VP-fronting and SFF movement also find no satisfactory explanation. Furthermore, scattered deletion has been introduced for discontinuous DPs and PPs, and does not always yield SFF-like results in this context. Czech allows discontinuous DPs in answers to discontinuous wh-phrases like 'whose-X' and 'what kind of-X', as in (67a), although pied-piping of the whole DP is a valid option, as in (67b) (as well as leaving the DP in situ- (67c) In (67), the wh-word imposes a narrow focus reading on the fronted modifier in the answer, whereas the part of the noun phrase stranded in (67a) belongs to the background. Note, however, that structures like (67a) are infelicitous in contexts like (68) The contrast between (67) and (68) could be explained if the upstairs deletion may apply only to parts that do not belong to the focused phrase. Then even the deaccented noun rose in the answers of (68) In the preceding sections, we have argued that LP-movement in Czech, German, and other languages is triggered by an unspecific edge feature of C. Movement is not restricted by the MLC (Chomsky 2008) . From the unspecific nature of the edge feature of C, it follows that XPs need not bear any pragmatic function in order to be allowed into SpecCP. The absence of a minimal link constraint also allows that movement to SpecCP originates in any structural position as long as this is compatible with the phase theory. We have shown that certain construction types (SFF and FF constructions, complemented by some remarks on subpart of topic fronting) fit into this picture. If anything can be attracted by the unspecific edge feature of C, so can topics and foci, which makes specific processes for topic or focus movement superfluous.
The elimination of topic and focus movement from grammar presupposes at least three further steps, however: we must show that our model allows all and only pragmatically appropriate choices of the categories moved to the left periphery (6.1), that binding and scope facts often linked to discourse status come out correctly (6.2), and that differences in locality and intervention effects between various descriptive classes of movement come out correctly (6.3). We will turn to these questions now.
6.1 Topic vs. focus: Size of the fronted category A focus or a topic movement rule displaces exactly the focus or the topic of an utterance. The movement triggered by an edge feature of Comp is unselective in this respect. The fronted XP may happen to be the focus or the topic, but it can also be a smaller or larger category, as we argued in Sect. 3.
Given the unspecific nature of the edge feature of C, we expect that a category larger than the focus can be fronted, too. This prediction is borne out: a question imposing a narrow focus on the direct object is also congruent with (70b), a sentence in which the VP dominating the focused direct object has been moved. (71) There is, however, a restriction on pied-piping that implies that examples such as (70) and (71) cannot be the result of pied-piping in the context of the attraction of a focus feature. As Heck (2004) shows, if α is attracted to β, a c-commanded by β and dominating α can be pied-piped only if α (or a category D dominating α and dominated by ) cannot be extracted from . In other words, pied-piping is restricted to categories that are syntactic islands for the attracted category. Consequently, a DP can be pied-piped when its wh-specifier is attracted, because German does not allow violations of the left branch condition (72b).
VP, however, is not a barrier for movement, and cannot be pied-piped. Likewise, DPs are not barriers for the extraction of PPs. (73) shows that a DP containing a PP and a VP containing a DP cannot be pied-piped when the underlined category is attracted because of its wh-feature. Therefore (70b) and (71) Ein Buch habe ich gekauft. 42 The degraded status of (ia) shows that the prosodic integration of the verb plays a crucial role in determining the status of (70b) and (ib). Syntactically, there is no major difference between these sentences, but prosodically, there is: the verb integrates into the phonological phrase of the direct object, but the indirect object does not, and if it would, the resulting phonological object would not have the strongest accent at its left edge.
(i)
What did you give to Mary? a. ? Der Maria ein Buch geschenkt habe ich.
(Ge) the.dat Mary a book presented have I 'I presented Mary with a book.' b.
Ein Buch geschenkt hab' ich der Maria. a book presented have I the Mary Horvath (2007) observes similar facts for Hungarian, and interprets them as an argument against the triggering of movement by a focus feature. Let us now consider topic movement. Topics can optionally move to SpecCP, and (contrastive) topic fronting can be partial. In these respects, topics and foci behave alike. However, it is difficult to place an element containing a topic into SpecCP, apart from instances of obligatory pied-piping. This is illustrated in (74) by the inappropriateness of fronting a VP containing a direct object topic observed by Frey (2004) . (74 'Nobody invited that idiot.'
However, German topics seem to always leave VP (Frey 2004) , consequently, a fronted VP cannot carry along the topic. TPs, on the other hand, arguably cannot be moved to SpecCP (Wurmbrand 2001) . The data in (74) thus find an independent explanation. If this is correct, one predicts that a fronted subordinate CP can contain a topic, and this prediction is borne out. The co-occurrence of (75b) and (75b ) shows that the topic can go along with the rest of CP in contexts where it could itself be extracted, i.e., (75b) is not amenable to a pied-piping analysis. LP-movement thus turns out to not be adequately describable in terms of pragmatic features: what goes to SpecCP may be smaller, larger, or identical with the focus and the topic, and neither the topic nor the focus have to undergo LP-movement at all.
Topic vs. focus: Binding and reconstruction
A further difference between the descriptive types of LP-movement lies in an observation we owe to one of the anonymous reviewers: the fact that (76a) allows, whereas (76b) disallows, a bound interpretation, suggests that focus movement undergoes obligatory reconstruction at LF (note that (76a) is a case of SFF). On the other hand, the fronted phrase in (76c) may take scope over the focused phrase that it moved across. 43 SpecCP is an A-bar position and therefore irrelevant for the A-binding of pronouns. Therefore, the creation of new binding options in contexts such as (76c) rather than the need for reconstruction in (76b) (which one expects for A-barmovement) is the remarkable property. Haider (1981) proposed that 'new' binding options of XPs in SpecCP are established before the phrase moves to SpecCP. In current terms, this means that new binding options are due to an intermediate derivational step (e.g., scrambling) that has properties of A-movement (Fanselow 2001; Haider and Rosengren 2003; Frey 2004 ). This explains the differences in (76). Phrases cannot scramble when they have a structural accent, because their linearization would then be fixed when they are merged. If a phrase with a structural accent moves to SpecCP, it therefore cannot have undertaken an intermediate scrambling step. Thus, the movement step necessary for yielding a new binding option cannot be carried out. LP-movement displacing part of a focus thus always reconstructs semantically, which explains (76a&b). If a phrase has no structural accent it can be scrambled and mapped to SpecCP subsequently. From this scrambled position, new binding options can be created (e.g., an object binding a pronoun in a subject), which further movement to SpecCP does not destroy (76c). The difference between the various instances of movement to SpecCP with respect to binding are thus predicted in our model.
Crosslinguistic remarks
In the theory proposed here, LP-movement is constrained by phase theory and the intervention effects due to EA and immediate linearization resulting from accentuation. The latter aspect implies the existence of at least three different types of languages. 44
43 Czech behaves the same with respect to this point, but we will only discuss the German example provided to us by the anonymous reviewer. 44 English seems to pattern with German and Czech, too, but not for leftward movement. According to Williams (2003: 34) instances of English Heavy NP-Shift can figure as a reply in (79). We concur with Williams' claim that the moved bracketed constituent is part of the focus, not the focus, and in that respect, the construction resembles SFF.
(79)
What did John do? John gave to Mary [all of the money in the satchel].
As noted in Sect. 5.1, SFF constructions exist also in Haitian Creole, Hausa, and Gurune. They exemplify a second type of languages, in which structurally accented phrases receive their stress after movement to the left periphery, so that no intervention effects due to EA can be observed.
EA is inoperative also in Hungarian. Szendrői (2001) claims for Hungarian that an XP moves to the preverbal 'focus' position in order to pick up stress there. The movement to the focus position thus does not start in a slot in which a structural accent is assigned, rather, it terminates there. Consequently, there can be no intervention effects. At the same time, the movement to the preverbal position may affect a subpart of the focus (e.g., Kenesei 1998) . (80) illustrates SFF with an idiomatic ex-45 According to our Serbian/Croatian informants, the fronting of a direct object in case of a VP-or IPfocus is linked to the expression of annoyance. Such an additional effect is absent with the narrow focus interpretation of fronted direct objects. It is difficult if not impossible to pack such usage differences in the syntactic derivation. Ideally this can be linked to sociolinguistic or stylistic conditions of use. In Dutch and Swedish, SFF constructions are rather marked (as compared to narrow focus object fronting). This could be linked to conditions of use as well.
pression: according to I. Kenesei (p.c.) button.all 'Anna sewed the coat to (fit) the button.' = 'She was attentive to the details rather than the whole picture.'
Hungarian thus confirms the expectation that the intervention effects with SFF arise only in languages with early accentuation, but more work is needed for establishing a firm typological connection between prosody and movement constraints.
Italian (It) represents a third type of languages. It differs from German and Czech in that in situ deaccentuation of lexical NPs as we find it in Germanic or Slavic is absent. 47 We expect this to have an influence on movement to the left periphery, and the predictions of our model indeed seem to be borne out.
Recall that Rizzi (1997) argued on the basis of Italian data that focus and topic movement differ syntactically. In contrast to topic fronting, focus fronting shows weak crossover effects and does not involve clitic doubling.
There is nothing unexpected in the focus data: weak crossover is typical of A-barmovement in languages without scrambling, and foci cannot be linked to clitics in situ either. Furthermore, (81) illustrates that Italian allows SFF, too: the accented part of an idiom has moved into the 'focus' position. This parallel between German/Czech and Italian suggests that 'focus' fronting is effected by an unspecific edge feature of Comp in Italian, too.
(81)
What have you done to the pig? La festa, gli abbiamo fatto.
(It, V. Samek-Lodovici, p.c.) the feast, to-him have.1pl done 'We killed him.' Note now that there is a ban against overt non-pronominal subjects in SpecTP that characterizes various constructions in Italian, viz. wh-movement/focus movement, see (82) and resumptive preposing of aboutness topics (Cardinaletti 2002; Cinque 1990) , or left peripheral focus in Sicilian (Cruschina 2006 There are of course further facts to be accounted for, see Horvath (2007) among others. For example, the subject must be moved to preverbal position in wide focus contexts when it is neither pronominal nor a topic, as pointed out by I. Kenesei (p.c.) . A detailed treatment of Hungarian is beyond the scope of this paper. 47 There is, however, a postfocal operation of 'marginalization', cf. Antinucci and Cinque (1977) .
These operations can only apply across empty or weak pronominal subjects, or across traces of heavy NP-shift. This restriction seems to follow directly from the absence of in situ deaccentuation: in particular, non-pronominal subjects are immediately linearized when they are placed into SpecTP. The blocking effect of intervening lexical subjects for the constructions in (81) and (82) is therefore, in principle, amenable to a treatment in terms of linearization theory that excludes the movement of structurally accented categories past an XP that has been serialized. One way of understanding the Italian topic data could thus be related to the idea that XPs are immediately serialized and equipped with structural accents in TP. Topics bearing a non-structural accent thus need to be merged outside TP, i.e., a construction such as CLLD has to be chosen. By and large, Italian fits well into the model proposed here, but the absence of in situ deaccentuation forces a non-movement origin for topics in most contexts.
Concluding remarks
In descriptive terms, the choice of a marked word order goes hand in hand with the expression of a marked information structure in many languages. That such correlations of form and function are reflected in the mechanics of syntax may seem very plausible, but we have shown that theories of this sort do not capture the wealth of empirical facts in languages with free constituent order. For the languages we have considered, it seems safe to conclude that notions of information structure play no role in determining what is fronted to the left periphery of a clause, and they neither figure in determining the locality of fronting nor in any other syntactically relevant aspect of the construction. Movement to the left periphery is triggered by an unspecific edge feature of Comp, and the choice of the category to be fronted is arbitrary from a syntactic point of view. This finding is in line with the observation that constructions do not have a uniform function in natural language. Thus, Baker (2001) points out that Mohawk sentences have the syntactic structure of Italian clitic left dislocation constructions without sharing their pragmatic force.
The conclusion we draw is that notions of information structure play no role in the functioning of syntax (see also Chomsky 2008) . Focus features/focus marking was added to syntactic representation in the past when the Government&Binding architecture of syntax had no direct means of transporting information from the PFrepresentation of a clause to its LF, and vice versa (see Horvath 2007 for a lucid reconstruction of the history of focus marking in the syntax). More recent syntactic models allow for a parallel computation of prosodic, semantic and syntactic properties of a sentence, so they need no 'mediating' features. There is no reason left for coding information structure in the syntactic representation, and our results show that there is also no empirical motivation for it.
Prosody is the primary means of expressing information structure. There can be no doubt that prosody has an influence on the well-formedness of syntactic representations. We have proposed that this influence is effected in an indirect way, too: prosodic structure is computed on the basis of linearization information, and linearization is a crucial factor in determining syntactic locality (Fox and Pesetsky 2005; Müller 2007 ).
